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Seek truth ... do justice.

Introduction

The image of Mary Ward as pilgrim is powerful,
attesting to her courage, innovation and desire for
women to adopt an apostolic approach to religious
life. On Easter Monday 2019, twenty Australian
pilgrims from Loreto schools and boards, Loreto
Ministries, Mary Ward International and the Loreto
Centre gathered in York to undertake a two-week
pilgrimage through places significant to Mary Ward’s
story and spiritual journey which encompassed York,
London, St Omer (France), Liège (Belgium), Munich
and Augsburg in Germany.
On their return from Europe I was privileged to be
present for the Loreto Centre pilgrims’ reflection.
The experience had had an obvious transformative
impact on our pilgrims as they shared insights,
images, memories and personal experiences.
This Reflection Booklet contains some of these
personal insights as well as highlighting unique
perspectives on the pilgrimage experience.
On behalf of the Province and Loreto Ministries
I offer sincere thanks to Sandra Perrett ibvm
(IBVM Sydney Community Leader) and Anne
Muirhead (LM Director of Mission) who co-ordinated
and led the Pilgrimage; Rachel McLoughlin ibvm
who produced a daily pilgrimage blog and Maureen
O’Dwyer from Pan Australian Travel, who assisted
with travel and accommodation bookings. The
pilgrimage was also enriched by the leadership
of Mary Ward friends, Sisters Ann, Patricia, Jos
and Monika.
I hope you enjoy becoming a fellow pilgrim!
Cate Sydes
CEO
Loreto Ministries
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The Blessing

The Maker’s blessing be yours
On your road
On your journey
Guiding you, delighting you
The Son’s blessing be yours
Wine (in moderation!) and water
Bread and stories
Feeding, you, cheering you
The Spirit’s blessing be yours
Wind and fire
Joy and wisdom
Comforting you, disturbing you
The angels’ blessing be yours
On your plane, on your bus,
On your head…on the pillow
Guarding you, keeping you safe.
God’s blessing be yours
The blessing of pilgrims
All the nights and all the days
Until you journey home to us,
Amen

Blessing from Melbourne
Commissioning Ceremony
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Nicole Archard
Principal, Loreto College Marryatville

“Women, in time to come, will do much”.
On Wednesday this week, I returned
from the Mary Ward Pilgrimage which
commenced on Easter Monday in York and
concluded in Munich. Our group consisted
of twenty people, representing each of the
Australian Loreto schools, as well as Loreto
Ministries Australia, Mary Ward International
Australia, and ibvm sisters. In just over two
weeks we followed the path of Mary Ward,
the foundress of the Loreto order, and came
to a deeper understanding of her faith,
life, and strength of character. To say I was
moved when visiting the places where she
had been would be an understatement; in
particular, the various chapels where she
prayed and the house where she started
her first school for girls in St Omer, France
in 1609. It is also good to remember that
she was a young woman of 24 years of age
when this occurred. To think that 410 years
have passed since Mary Ward started her
first girls’ school to the present day is quite
extraordinary. Well over 100 schools now
exist across the world as result of this one
small school in France.
Mary Ward was also very explicit that girls
needed to be educated if they were to
contribute effectively to society. This was
a radical thought at the time, and she was
imprisoned on multiple occasions for her
strident views. Mary herself was highly
educated for a woman of her time (or any
time for that matter) – she spoke three
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languages and has left a legacy of many
writings that she made during her lifetime,
including letters that she wrote in lemon
juice and had smuggled out of prison.
Thankfully for us, and the thousands upon
thousands of other girls and women who
have been educated under the influence
of Mary Ward, she never gave up on this
ambition. Faced with insurmountable odds,
including a great risk to her life, which in the
time meant execution, she persevered.
Mary Ward’s story is one of faith and
determination. In Mary’s own words she
said, ‘There is no such difference between
men and women that women may not do
great things. Women, in time to come, will
do much’. Over 400 years later, a Loreto
education is still based on the foundation
that women should, can and will contribute
to society in an equal place with men; that
girls are to be offered the highest level of
education; and that they are to show love
and compassion for others. Mary Ward’s
courage, perseverance and confidence
remain an inspiration to our girls and staff.
It is not by accident that we constantly
receive feedback that Loreto Marryatville
girls are more confident than girls in other
schools. They are more confident because
they are educated in the tradition of Mary
Ward. It is part of our core values and
beliefs and exercised in our daily practice
with girls.
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Alison Brown
Province Director of Finance & Business

“There is no such difference between men and women that
women may not do great things…”
I thought I knew the Mary Ward story well
from induction sessions, reading texts and
listening to speakers at conferences and
reflection days; but learning about her
upbringing, her struggles and challenges,
and following in her footsteps across the
places she frequented, brought to life the
extraordinary story of Mary Ward and her
leadership qualities and sense of purpose.
I was impressed by Mary’s strength of
character to pursue a religious life during
dangerous times of Catholic persecution,
despite her father’s attempts to find her
a husband, and against her father and
confessor’s wishes. She was resilient,
determined and a rebel with a cause.
These traits shone throughout her life as she
faced setback after setback, yet she always
rose above the challenges and persevered
with her chosen path. As a lay sister, she
begged for food and alms, walking for miles
every day whilst the people of Clairmarais
directed their disdain towards her; and
later she suffered under the strict rules
of St Clare. Her reputation was damaged
when she left her newly-formed community,
despite leaving them most of her money.
She faced significant opposition to her
decision to enter religious life without
attaching herself to any order, but she
was passionate about being able to work
directly with the community and not being
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enclosed – this was unheard of – she was
indeed a disruptor. Mary was of the mindset
that if men could, women could – a mindset
that we are still educating the world about
today!
Whilst Mary and her companions’ education
of children from St Omer became broadly
admired and celebrated with enrolment and
companion numbers increasing rapidly, her
bigger picture vision and leadership saw
them adopting the rule of Ignatius, another
controversial decision.
Mary forged strong relationships with
bishops, priests and private supporters
but there were so many within the Church
who opposed her cause that ultimately
the Institute was suppressed, and Mary
was jailed for being “...a rebel to the
Holy Church”.
Mary’s Verity Speeches in 1617 were ahead
of their times and reflect her thinking
and vision – “There is no such difference
between men and women that women may
not do great things…women in time to come
will do much…”. One must ponder what
happened in the intervening centuries and
why women are still fighting for a seat at
the Catholic Church table.
Mary Ward, an inspiration for pursuing your
purpose with passion and perseverance
and leading the implementation of the long
term vision.
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Di Bukowski
Chair of Board, Loreto College Coorparoo

At Teachers’ College, a favourite history
lecturer often quoted the observation
made by the 19th century French writer
Jean-Baptise Karr, that “the more things
change, the more they stay the same.” It
was this thought that kept coming to mind
as I learned more about the intricacies of
Mary Ward’s battle to establish the order in
the wake of the power of the hierarchy of
the church.
What was Mary Ward asking? That there
be a religious order whereby the members
lived the Gospel values, supporting their
surrounding communities by living and
working amongst them and dressing
accordingly. It was based on a model
established by the Jesuits, founded
approximately half a century prior to Mary
Ward’s efforts. So, if the men were able to
devote their lives to the teachings of Jesus
in this manner, why not women?
Two issues bubbling away in Australia
prior to the Pilgrimage caused me to
reflect several times during the journey
on just how the Church’s attitude to
women has changed since Mary Ward’s
determined quest.
The first is the preparations for the Plenary
Council scheduled for 2020. Will the voices
of lay people be heard at this event? Will
the voices of women be heard at this event?
Leaders of the Church in Australia assure
us that they will. However, the structure of
the Plenary automatically puts the voice
of lay people at a disadvantage due to
the rules surrounding membership and
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voting. For example, only Bishops will have
a ‘deliberative’ vote; all other attendees
have only a ‘consultative vote’. Most lay
people will qualify to participate as part
of the ‘can be called’ group of attendees
whose number is capped at 1/3 of the total
membership. So, from the outset, the odds
are stacked against a fair and equal hearing.
The second event was the conviction of
George Pell and the ensuing discussions
as to whether there is a connection
between the high incidence of child abuse
in the Church as reported to the Royal
Commission and the limited role of women
in the power structures of the Church.
Should women be ordained? Should priests
be allowed to marry? Why is the role of
women in the parishes so limited?
Certainly, in the context of the time, Mary
Ward’s quest to see her group of women
live and work as the Jesuits did was
challenging many social norms. But, was
she really such a threat? She wasn’t asking
to be ordained. Nor was she was urging the
Church to abandon celibacy. Importantly,
Mary Ward was not questioning the word
of the Gospels. All she wanted was the
blessing of the Church for a means for
herself and women like her to show their
love of God by helping the community.
Mary Ward’s voice wasn’t heard by the
Church in her time. Are the voices of
women being heard by the Church today?
The more things change, the more they stay
the same.
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Claudia Di Biaggio
Mission Co-ordinator
Loreto Primary School Nedlands

It has taken me some time to reflect
upon and articulate my inner thoughts
and feelings about our recent Mary Ward
Pilgrimage. I felt honoured and humbled to
have been selected as a part of this “circle
of friends” and offered the opportunity
to travel the lands Mary Ward once
graced with her presence, visiting places
that had helped cultivate her religious
transformation.
Never having been on a pilgrimage before,
I didn’t know what to expect, but I hoped
to learn, discern and strengthen my faith. I
would be travelling through four different
countries, “following in the footsteps of
Mary Ward”.
The challenges she faced made her an
inspiring role model. Our pilgrimage took
us to where she was born, spent her
childhood, entered religious life, suffered
injustices and was imprisoned, experienced
illness and later died. I was totally in awe
of this woman, her ministry, her vision and
values, her struggles and setbacks, and
her relentless and selfless pursuit to follow
God’s calling.
Early in the pilgrimage, near the village of
Osmotherley, we ascended Mount Grace
where, four hundred years earlier, Mary
Ward herself made the pilgrimage to the
Carthusian Priory. The day was cold and
overcast, with light drizzle falling gently.
Stations of the Cross dotted the path ahead,
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each represented by a simple wooden
cross amongst the greenery. In that
surreal moment, the other pilgrims did not
exist; I was alone within my own thoughts,
reflecting on the person of Jesus and his
suffering as he carried his own cross. I
could not help but recall how Mary Ward
too had suffered much for her love for
the Lord. Arriving at the Resurrection, I
was reminded that the Risen Christ is a
message of hope, just as Mary Ward had
the same sense of hope. The crosses or
“Good Fridays” in our lives are obstacles
that can be overcome, but we are people
of the Resurrection. Our real purpose is
to move beyond to what really matters,
to have a greater appreciation for life’s
gifts. The Risen Christ walks by our
side, but also goes ahead, preparing
the way for us. I experienced a deep
sense of gratitude for my life, a renewed
sense of the importance of hope and
determination. I left my “heart of hope”
amongst the grasslands of the cross of
the Resurrection near the Priory.
We visited many places where saints
of the Christian tradition lived, died, or
where their relics were displayed. St
Margaret Clitheroe’s act of martyrdom
was confronting, and I wondered what
I would be willing to die for; but as I lit
a candle and stood alongside the other
pilgrims in prayer in the cathedral at St
Omer, I felt a strong sense of connection
to the faith of others around me.
I learnt more about the complex history
of my faith tradition, including stories of
sinners and saints. The combination of
awe and wonder at grand architecture,
appreciation of beauty through art and
sculpture, and reflection on the lives
of Christians who’ve gone before me
nurtured my spiritual life and provided a
sense of encouragement.
At cafes and restaurants, I witnessed how
other people’s daily lives are different
yet similar to mine. I realised we are
one human family, with many different

cultures, languages and ways of expressing
truth and meaning. Such encounters help
us in learning about ourselves and our
world and, along the way, we build deeper
friendships with those who accompany us.

laughter, acceptance and friendship, seeing
God in the people I shared it with, and in the
everyday beauty of our travels. We came as
strangers from across Australia and parted
friends and companions.

Through the guidance and patience of
Sandra Perrett ibvm and Anne Muirhead,
I experienced an incredible journey and
witnessed the “Loreto” way of love,

As we go forward, may we individually and
collectively come to embrace the joys and
struggles, the emotion and commotion of
our sacred life journeys, our pilgrimages.
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Eva Dixon
Executive Assistant to CEO, Loreto
Ministries
It was a wonderful experience to travel
through similar landscapes as Mary Ward
had, in the company of and meeting such
a diverse and interesting group of women
and men. Having the opportunity to delve a
bit deeper into her life and struggle to find
the path that God was showing her, was
a great privilege. I am always inspired and
excited by stories and history. I especially
love learning the history of strong, groundbreaking and courageous women.
Two of the many stories that we heard on
our journey really grabbed my imagination:
The first was that of Jane Ingleby, the sister
of Sir William Ingleby, who donned armour
and rode into battle, alongside her brother,
to battle the Parliamentarians. After the
Royalists lost the battle of Marston Moor,
Jane and her brother raced back to Ripley
Castle for her brother to hide in the castle’s
priest hole and for Jane to change back into
more ‘womanly’ clothes. Oliver Cromwell
later arrived at the gates of Ripley Castle
looking for Sir William and demanding that
he and his army be given lodging for the
night. Jane made Oliver Cromwell sleep
in a chair all night while she held him at
pistol point.
The second was Mary Ward’s visit to the
London residence of the Archbishop of
Canterbury, one of her fiercest detractors.
The Archbishop is said to have said that
Mary Ward “has done more harm than many
priests”. On finding that the Archbishop was
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not at home, Mary left her calling card in
the form of her name and the fact she had
been there etched into the window with
a diamond!
It really struck me how much courage Mary
Ward had. She did things according to the
guidance she received from God and she
wasn’t afraid to take risks. She also had the
courage to move on if something wasn’t
working for her. For example, after striving
to be allowed to join a religious community,
she worked for the Poor Clares for ten
months and when she realised this was
not what she was meant to be doing, she
moved on. No recriminations or apologies
for not ‘making it work’.
There are many other examples of Mary
Ward doing this as she developed her
ministries. Fear of failure and reluctance to
let go are, for me personally, a challenge.
Research suggests that this is still relevant
for many women and girls in the twentyfirst century. Mary Ward’s examples of
resilience, discernment and risk-taking are
an inspiration for me and themes which
are still being explored in the education of
young women today.
These attributes were reflected in the
amazing, talented and courageous women
and men that I was travelling with and
met on the Pilgrimage. I am grateful for
the wonderful experience of learning more
about Mary Ward, learning of Jane Ingleby,
experiencing so many beautiful places
of peace and serenity and enjoying the
company of my fellow Pilgrims.

Catherine Maimone-Crowhurst
Director Rathfarnham, Loreto Mandeville
Hall Toorak
It was an honour and privilege to represent
Loreto Mandeville Hall Toorak on the Mary
Ward Pilgrimage. Whilst I have been blessed
with many memorable experiences during
my time at the school as a student, parent
and staff member, I rank this experience
as one of the best. A great deal of careful
thought and planning went into this
experience and I am most grateful to Sr
Sandra Perrett IBVM and Anne Muirhead,
Director of Mission, Loreto Ministries for
their thoughtful consideration of our needs,
including spiritual and physical, whilst we
were away.

Mary Ward was born in 1585 and died in
1645 and lived during a time of great turmoil
for Catholics in Reformation England. She
endured three failed journeys to Rome, by
foot, to gain the Church’s approval for her
institute, imprisonment and persecution
from English protestants for being Catholic,
and from the Roman Catholic Church,
criticism for being a member of a religious
order working in the community and
wanting to educate young women. Yet
through all this, Mary Ward’s conviction was
resolute. She had a deep and resounding
faith, unwavering principles and a strong
sense of purpose. She was a woman of
intellect, compassion, sincerity and integrity.
Given the number of companions and
supporters Mary attracted, it appears she
was a most influential, charismatic faith-filled
person. She must have had a disposition that
was inclusive, engaging, sincere and earnest.
Whilst she struggled during part of her life to
truly understand the purpose and direction
to which she was called, when she did
indeed come to this realisation, she made
her intentions clear and visible so that others
were keen to follow.

On our journey, we were warmly welcomed
by other Mary Ward sisters and supporters
who invited us into their communities and
towns like family members. The friendly
embrace and generous hospitality from our
extended community reminded us all that
we are united by the Mary Ward tradition,
linked by her charism and vision. Whilst the
development of her institute took varied
pathways over the centuries, the essence of
its foundation and formation was consistent.
Indeed, pondering my learnings from the
pilgrimage there were several key aspects
of the experience that resonated with me.
In many ways I believe that this pilgrimage,
as the name suggests, required all those on
the journey to reflect on the facts of time,
place and context at a much deeper, spiritual
level appreciating the circumstances and
challenges of the time and awareness of
the purpose and vision that motivated and
inspired Mary Ward and her companions.
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Over 400 years later, with more than
200 Mary Ward schools and institutions
worldwide, many accept Mary Ward’s vision,
embracing her charism in their work and in
their lives. So strong was this charism that
much of the development and growth of
the institute came after Mary Ward’s life. As
pilgrims, walking in the historical footsteps
of the Mary Ward story, we were able to
discern at a much deeper level; appreciating
her life and legacy.
As a teacher and leader within the Mary
Ward tradition, I am ever more aware of my
role to educate in this dynamic and evolved
world landscape, empowering our girls to

be well informed, discerning, compassionate
women showing empathy and a generosity
of heart, as well as developing in them a
strong sense of self, staying steadfast and
true to what they know is just and right.
Indeed, our mission statement calls us to
embrace Mary Ward’s charism of love of
Jesus, freedom, justice, sincerity, verity and
felicity as part of our inheritance. It can be
seen as our resource for the future; informing
and guiding our reflection, our decisions and
our actions.
As Mary Ward said, ‘I hope in God it will be
seen that women in time to come will do
much.’

Anne Muirhead
Director of Mission, Loreto Ministries

Pilgrimage: passion … possibility … pain …
perseverance …
From Spring-kissed York to snow-licked
Munich, we journeyed deeper into the life
and legacy of Mary Ward. Along the way,
each pilgrim discovered connecting points
with Mary’s story, spirituality and very
survival.
For me, the pure passion of Mary Ward to
live an authentic life of faith was a constant
motif. Discerning her vocation, praying at
shrines for healing and hope, empowering
others to respond in freedom to their
God and even times she titled ‘the long
loneliness’, were saturated with a desire to
refer all to her God, to lean in on God, to
place her whole being at the service of God
and God’s broken people. Along the way,
the passion of my fellow pilgrims moved
me greatly: their prayerfulness, sense of joy,
care for one another, grit, and deep care for
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those to whom they minister in various roles
within the Loreto enterprise.
A pilgrimage is a bit of an act of faith! One
needs to be open to new people, places,
cultures and possibilities. This openness to
life was a hallmark of Mary Ward, captured
in all her personal qualities: freedom, justice,
integrity, verity and felicity. This openness
was manifested in her lateral thinking,
creative imagination, desire for innovation,
trust in her young companions and naïve
optimism (or was it faith?). It transcended
pettiness, betrayal, hurt, loneliness, despair
and worldly failure. Our pilgrimage placed
possibility front and centre of my ministry
and desire for our Loreto network. As I
write, I am particularly aware of our Year
12 students facing into their final term in a
Loreto school. May this openness to their

God, the world, the Other and their deepest
selves be a Mary Ward hallmark of their
pilgrimage ahead.
It was evident at many points along our
pilgrimage that Mary Ward suffered a great
deal. She suffered physical illness akin to
pancreatitis and had problems with her
legs. She was often feted for a while and
then let down by benefactors, friends,
religious authorities and even sisters in
her communities. She was imprisoned in
Munich and London, travelled through wartorn countries, and was severely accused
by Papal authorities in the 1631 orders of
suppression. She suffered the humiliation
of begging, financial hardship, the death of
friends and the prospect of abject failure of
her whole (God’s) enterprise. This pain was
physical, psychological and spiritual, and
was somehow countered by my favourite

Mary Ward word on her tombstone –
persevere! Countless times on pilgrimage
we mused: How did she do it? How did
she live to 60 years of age? How did she
travel such distances? How did she endure
such privations with joy and magnanimity?
Why didn’t she give up? Why didn’t she
acquiesce to the norms of a good Catholic
woman? In the panels of the Painted Life
in the school gymnasium at Augsburg, we
saw again and again, not pictures of Mary
opening schools, giving speeches, holding
meetings, but Mary alone and in prayer
simply before her ‘Friend of all friends,’ her
God in whom she trusted every fibre of her
being and becoming.
And, I conclude, that God continues to
persevere in us, pilgrim people, followers of
Jesus and Mary Ward, living with passion,
pain and possibility.
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Janeen Murphy
Director of Faith & Mission
John XXIII College
In the lead up to the Mary Ward Pilgrimage,
there were some major world events that
shocked people around the globe.
Who can forget the awful images of
the catastrophic fire of the Notre Dame
Cathedral and the discussions that erupted
about how millions of dollars could be
raised for its reconstruction; while, at the
same time, poor and vulnerable Parisians
were left to ‘eat cake’?
The terrorist suicide bombings of three
Churches in Sri Lanka and three luxury
hotels in the capital that claimed the lives
of hundreds of people and wounded many
more, left us all horrified. How could this
happen? What kind of a world are we
living in?
In Australia, we were all still reeling from
the findings of the Royal Commission and
Cardinal Pell’s court case. We were in the
midst of another election campaign where
it seemed difficult to differentiate between
politicians being fuelled by the ‘popular
vote’ and the quest for common good and
care for our environment.
No wonder many were left confused as to
the existence of God.
It was within this context that we met in
York UK to explore Mary Ward’s Europe.
Twenty participants embarked on a
pilgrimage, keen to find out more about the
life and times of Mary Ward and the impact
of her legacy.
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Walking around the places of Mary Ward’s
childhood and the locations of her ministry,
I discovered a remarkable woman who
managed to challenge the status quo and to
be a champion of the faith.
At times, I reflected on how Mary and
her ‘English Ladies’ would make sense of
our world today while being reminded
that, in their own time, they faced fierce
discrimination, violence, disappointment
and abandonment. Their ‘world’ was often
cruel and harsh, yet they managed to hold
onto their faith and fulfil their ministry.
I have walked away with a deep admiration
of Mary Ward’s perseverance, robust faith
and trust in providence. Her desire to serve
God through ‘contemplation in action’ with
freedom, justice and sincerity is a timely
reminder of how we can all endeavour to
live our lives in times of triumph and sorrow.
I would like to extend my thanks to the
College Executive for the opportunity of
being part of the 2019 Pilgrimage. Special
thanks also to Sandra, Anne and our
International Leaders Extraordinaire for
organising the program and giving it life. To
my fellow Pilgrims, thanks for your insights,
good humour and willingness to embrace
the ‘yes’ of all things group travel.

Kerry McCullough
Liturgy & Spirituality Co-ordinator, Loreto Normanhurst

Pilgrim paths are many and diverse as
are the doors pilgrims go through, some
of them actual doors and some of them
invitations into new ways of seeing,
thinking and being. Often the doors open
into uncertainty and the paths leave us
vulnerable.
As we ventured out, twenty modern-day
pilgrims setting off in the footsteps of Mary
Ward, eager to walk her paths, to know
more about them and walk though some of
the doors she walked through, I soon had a
real sense of how profoundly she must have
been shaped by the landscape and how
vulnerable she became as she took those
steps further and further into uncertainty.
Mary’s path was through a landscape of
persecution, danger, fear, betrayal, secrecy
- the landscape of sixteenth-century

England. But that same path was also, at
least to start with, through a most beautiful
landscape, the Yorkshire countryside. Being
in that countryside it struck me so vividly,
the great dissonance between the brutality
of Catholic persecution at that time and the
serenity of that landscape. I imagined Mary
calmed, nourished, spiritually fed by these
surroundings. I wonder what stood out
especially for her - the greenness, the trees,
the fields and the few gentle hills? It’s a very
gentle, still beauty. What did Mary ponder
as she walked? I had a deep sense that that
countryside would form a contemplative
heart. The gentle beauty speaks and draws
you in. So as we walked and pondered and
let it all soak in I imagined what might have
been in Mary’s heart. Paths and doors where did they take Mary and what did she
find there?
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There is a beautiful pilgrim path leading up
Mount Grace in Yorkshire and a gorgeous
little chapel up there. When Mary was
very ill on one occasion her companions
went there to pray for her, and later when
she was well Mary herself went there. A
pilgrim path for healing and strength, a
path walked with hope in your heart and a
door into comfort and strength. Then there
was Mary’s crossing the English Channel.
That path took her into the unknown as
she embarked on that crossing to fulfil
her dream of becoming a nun. Something
impossible to do in England. A heart filled
with hope, anticipation, longing and surely
much trepidation too.
When Mary arrived in St Omer in 1606 after
leaving England and crossing the Channel
for the first time with nothing but a letter
of recommendation to the Jesuits there
and her dream in her heart, and knocked on
their door, she was hoping it would open
into the life of a nun that she couldn’t live
in England. That door held possibilities for
her but she found disappointment there.
The life of a Poor Clare nun was not what
she was content with and she left. Three
years later, another crossing, this time with
companions and the insight and assurance
of the Glory Vision, and another door
opened, that of her first school in St Omer.
As we stood at this site I thought about
that door. Through that door there must
have been great joy in the fulfilment of her
dream, but there was also heartache and
uncertainty in the criticism of her work by
the Church. In London, we stood before a
door through which she went to face trial
and condemnation, the door of the Guild
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Hall; and, in Munich, the door of the Anger
Convent behind which she was imprisoned.
But we are told that, while there, the Poor
Clare nuns found her always gracious and
generous. Going through pilgrim doors we
are free to choose how to respond to what
we find there too.
A pilgrim is always willing to go through
doors, to be led, to be drawn, to be
responsive and to be vulnerable too.
This is something I thought about a lot
– Mary’s vulnerability. She lived her life
being vulnerable. By taking the path she
did she walked into criticism, opposition,
persecution, imprisonment and ultimately
rejection - and she died in that rejection.
In Osbaldwick in Yorkshire I found it very
moving thinking about that final pathway
of Mary Ward. When she died the question
facing her companions was, “what do we do
with her body?” There was no possibility of
a Catholic burial and an Anglican clergyman
gave her hospitality and he buried her in his
churchyard in Osbaldwick. But what depth
of vulnerability. What do we do with her
body?
But along every path she trod and through
every door she entered, Mary carried
with her, deep within her, that profound
assurance of God’s love and God’s call to
her. That was the one certainty in a sea
of uncertainties and vulnerability. And of
course the door of the Bar Convent in York
only exists because of all those other doors
Mary walked through and because others
joined her along the path and went through
those doors too.

Linda McDonald
Deputy Principal, Learning & Teaching, Loreto Ballarat

The pilgrimage to Mary Ward’s Yorkshire
home and surrounding areas was such an
exciting experience. I had visited the city of
York before as a tourist, some 30 years ago
with my mother, but this time on my return
it was with a different lens. In my mind I
wanted to discover “who is this woman
Mary Ward and what made her tick?”
We stayed at the Bar Convent with its
fabulous Heritage Centre, visited the place
of her birth at Mulwith and explored the
surrounding area of Newby, Ripon Cathedral
and Ripley Castle where she would have
spent her childhood.
After thoroughly immersing ourselves in
Mary Ward’s Yorkshire dales, we could
see she was a young woman who was
surrounded by a deeply religious extended
family who suffered persecution for their
Catholic faith. Mary Ward wrote about her
father’s strong commitment to his faith.
She wrote of him, “I shall never forget his
inflamed desire that all should live and die
children of God’s Church”.
At the age of five, Mary Ward went to
live with her maternal grandmother Mrs.
Ursula Wright who also had suffered
imprisonment for her religious beliefs.
Here, Mary witnessed the devotion of her

grandmother and other close friends like
the Babthorpes to the Catholic faith, and
Mary was particularly encouraged to work
for the needs of the poor, especially those
who had been imprisoned for their faith.
Upon leaving York and travelling by train to
London, I reflected on my original question,
who is Mary Ward? It seemed to me that
she was a determined young woman who
grew up during a unique time in history.
Mary Ward had a devotion to her faith and a
belief that she had a calling from God to live
a life where her faith would be at the centre
of her life.
We left York and travelled to London and
Europe, where we were able to explore
other significant places of Mary Ward’s life
as she began her religious life and opened
schools. It was thrilling to meet the various
sisters from IBVM and CJ communities
along the way. Then finally to see the
Painted Life series in Germany and to
listen to Sr. Monika as she explained the
significance of many of them rounded off
a brilliant trip. I felt I had learnt a lot about
Mary Ward and the international group
that make up Mary Ward schools, in the
company of some terrific colleagues.
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Rachel McLoughlin ibvm
Province Vocations Director & MWIA Volunteer
Co-ordinator

Mary Ward and Interior Freedom
At the beginning of the pilgrimage, I desired
to know Mary Ward more personally; and
understand more of the interior freedom
she possessed so abundantly and speaks
of with such passion when she describes
‘the Just Soul’. To my delight, with each
pilgrimage step, I realized these desires.
What follows is a snippet of my own
inner journey as I followed in Mary Ward’s
footsteps.
On arrival in Liège on 2 May, our pilgrimage
leader reminded us that it was exactly 410
years since, at St. Omer on St. Athanasius
Day 1609, Mary Ward received the
revelation which gave her the direction and
capacity to “find some other thing”. For the
first time, religious women would transcend
the status of supporters of mission and
become missionaries of the Church
themselves. For Mary Ward, the revelation
marked a juncture that she shared with her
companions - a marker on her journey of
sensing her interior freedom. The revelation
also sparked wonder in me, as I found
myself reflecting further on the retreat
notes Mary Ward wrote while in Liège. She
was a great mystic, an aspect of her life
actively suppressed by the clerical church
for centuries, but never successfully snuffed
out. At a time when we ourselves are
intensely aware of the need for equality and
are increasingly immersed in reimagining
an inclusive Church, Mary Ward’s mysticism
is a free gift to tap into, for all her
followers. In Liège, I gained a heightened

awareness of the great forces against Mary
and her companions. Destitution, poverty,
suppression and persecution were severe and
yet the driving force of love urged them on.
Inspired by her revelation, Mary left SaintOmer and began pastoral work in England.
She had strong critics, according to her
companions who wrote at the time in the
Briefe Relation1
‘some said she was left of God and would
die in the streets abandoned of all: others
that pride and vanity had made her mad.
But what was all this to that strong and
magnanimous soul? No other than as if it
had not been; as their glorious acclamations
had not put her up. Neither did their
despisings put her down. Referring to
God in the one and relying on God in the
other with unspeakable peace within and
heavenly serenity without’.2
Mary Ward has often been quoted as
“referring all to God”. It highlights her lack
of ego as she acknowledges it is all God
working in her. This complete celebration of
her giftedness is true humility, reminding me
of the words often attributed to St. Irenaeus;
“glory to God is a human being fully alive”.3
It must have given Mary much joy to refer all
to God and share such intimacy. Mary’s own
foundational Glory Vision came in London
in late 1609. No doubt, it gave her a more
complete experience of how loved she was
and how God lovingly worked with her and
in her and through her.

1	Mary Ward 1585-1645: A Briefe relation with Autobiographical fragments and a Selection of Letters. Ed. Christina
Kenworthy-Browne CJ, Catholic Record Society Boydell Press, 2008. 14.
2
Mary Ward, 14.
3
St. Irenaeus “The Glory of God is a human being fully alive” AD. 202.
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Next, her companions highlight that “neither
did their despising put her down”. They
describe her ‘relying on God’ to retain her
interior freedom; rather like a ‘leaning in’ to
her “Friend of Friends” in times of difficulty.
At the end of this passage, her companions
convey a sense of amazement as they
describe Mary reflecting on this episode of
her life with “cheerful countenance”. She
would put “her hand on her head and asked
how she did” (it).4
At the Bar Convent, I was fortunate to
meet Sr. Christina Kenworthy-Browne CJ
(now in her nineties), the editor of the book
‘Mary Ward 1585-1645 a Briefe Relation
with Autobiographical Fragments and a
Selection of Letters’. I had many questions
for her about the retreat notes and I was
keen for her insights. Sr. Christina shared
that in the Briefe Relation their foundress
is understandably idealized, and each
decision and action is defended, even
when it was clear that mistakes had been
made. To redress the balance, we must
turn to Mary Ward’s own writings. Her
retreat notes reveal a woman conscious
of her own weakness, errors and failures.
Sr. Christina encouraged my further study
of the notes; and recommended I read
the source documents on John Gerard SJ
(Mary’s spiritual director during her retreats
in Liège) as a next step for my research.

4

Mary Ward, 14.
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Pondering all this, I headed up the steep
cobblestoned street of La Peruse (one of
the oldest streets in Liège) where Mary
Ward likely received the Spiritual Exercises
in her retreats of 1618 and 1619 and journaled
her retreat note entries. During these years,
Mary would also have been discerning and
writing the Constitutions. I was drawn to
sit a while in the garden with a view over
the foundation house and novitiate as
well as over the old city. Although Mary’s
time in Liège was extremely challenging
on many levels, I was struck by the deep
peace in the place itself - a stillness that had
immediate impact; a quietness enhanced
by bird song and the gentle conversation
of gardeners at work. I resonated with the
inner peace that Mary described frequently.
I then experienced a felt-knowing that
Mary would have experienced this same
beautiful creation where I presently sat. The
sense of joy took me quite by surprise: a
joy that cannot be conjured up but arises
spontaneously when friends share a deepfelt sense of connection. I, as a friend of
Mary Ward, transcended the construct of
time, and shared with her a common love
of creation and our Creator. I believe that
further time spent with Mary would lead to
more experience of our God of Love. With
God constantly at the heart of her story, she
wouldn’t have it any other way.
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Kim Nass
Executive Officer, Mary Ward International Australia

My Reflections as a Mary Ward Pilgrim
Looking after Mary Ward International Australia
these past five years has allowed me to see the
vision of Mary Ward in action after 400 years
through a contemporary lens. Since 1998, I have
met and worked with these many followers
who, like Mary, believed that to receive an
education is a basic human right for all.
For me, this journey was my opportunity to
get to know Mary Ward in her time. To deepen
my understanding of why her vision has
transcended the centuries.
Beginning in York, the scene was set. Walking
the medieval streets and nearby places, you
could imagine Mary and her companions
taking these same streets. Through prayer and
guided instruction, we were gently taken back
through the ages to understand the challenges
faced by the faithful Catholics in the 16th
century. Travelling through the United Kingdom
countryside, we stopped at Mt Grace, quietly
climbing to this sacred place of worship and
it was here I truly felt the strength of her faith.
Walking through London was very different.
It was here she faced the first of her trials and
loss, but it was also where her strength and
determination came to the forefront, making
it clear that she was a woman not to be
trifled with. There was no stopping her as she
departed for Europe. Determined to succeed,
no matter the cost. Despite the distance from
London, the powerful leaders of the Catholic
Church in Rome were concerned about the
impact of Mary and her English ladies.
There is no doubt that despite her stature,
Mary Ward was a powerful and courageous
woman who changed the world, in what may
have seemed a failing during her short years
on earth. I feel sure that Mary would never
have envisaged that her commitment to her
faith and her actions would empower others
long into the future. Throughout her journeys,
she seemed to leave a small part of herself
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wherever she worked. One of the stories of
her boldness was her scratching her name into
a window in the Archbishop of Canterbury’s
home in London because he was unavailable to
meet with her. It is claimed that the Archbishop
said that “Mary Ward was doing more harm
than six Jesuits”. Her strength seemed endless,
walking at least four times to Rome, through all
manner of weather conditions and terrain, to
achieve recognition for her Order. The evidence
is there and affirms the tenacity of Mary and her
English ladies, giving purpose to her ideals in
our present day from the 1600’s. The buildings
themselves tell the story of Mary’s good work
through the ages and if the buildings are gone,
local religious and authorities in many cities,
moved by her courage, proudly continue to live
as she did and tell of her good work.
In each place I visited, her presence was
palpable. I often wondered, if she was following
us as we wandered the streets in her footsteps,
what would she be thinking. I imagined her
feeling conflicted, marveling at the wonders
of the technology as we snapped photos on
our phones, but also despairing at the cruelty
and suppression that is still administered
throughout the world.
Mary Ward had a true faith and connection
with Jesus. Despite being shunned, held captive
and cast out as a heretic, she remained true to
her convictions. Perhaps the reason why her
work has continued to this day is simply that
the human spirit honours the values of justice,
freedom, sincerity, truth and hope.
This journey was a true privilege, one that I will
treasure. It has given me a sense of genuine
hope knowing there are many dedicated
people, in so many countries, continuing to
do her good work in her memory to make a
difference in our world.
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Paul Ould
Director of Education, Loreto Ministries

Mary Ward and Mountains
Mountains have long been associated with
holy places, with Mount Olympus being
respected in ancient Greek and Roman
mythology as a sacred place of spiritual
significance. This association has been
further enlivened in various cultures and sites
throughout the world (e.g. Taranaki people
(New Zealand), Mount Kailash (Tibet), Mount
Fuji (Japan) and is also prominent in both
the Hebrew and Christian scriptures, where
mountains and hills are places to meet God…
to contemplate.
Similarly, in our Catholic tradition, saints and
holy women and men often retreated to
mountain tops as peaceful places of prayer
and contemplation. In the Carmelite tradition,
Saint John of the Cross describes the spiritual
life as the ascent of Mount Carmel. Founders
of other religious orders associated with
mountains include Saint Francis (La Verna,
where he received the Stigmata) and the
Seven Holy Founders of the Order of Servites
(Mount Senario).
As a result of these encounters, people’s
lives were often radically transformed and,
as they returned down from the mountain,
they continued to live out their lives with
a renewed sense of mission and purpose.
Mountains continue, to this day, to be alluring
places for religious pilgrims from diverse faith
backgrounds.
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On the recent pilgrimage to the lands of
Mary Ward, our last day in Yorkshire was
spent visiting Lady Chapel and the Shrine of
Our Lady of Mount Grace, set high on a hill
above the village of Osmotherley in North
Yorkshire. Built by Carthusian monks from
the nearby Mount Grace priory in the 15th
century, the chapel was most probably used
as a private place of worship by the monks.
After the dissolution of the Mount Grace
priory by Henry VIII in 1539, the chapel fell
into ruins; yet it continued to be a place of
Catholic pilgrimage through the 17th and
18th centuries.
Throughout her life, Mary Ward was plagued
with poor health, a challenge which she
faced with incredible courage. In 1642, Mary
and her companions returned from London
and settled in Hutton Rudby, a small village
approximately 60 kilometres to the north of
York. In October 1642, Mary fell gravely ill and
it appeared that her death was imminent. Her
companions embarked on a pilgrimage to the
Shrine of Our Lady of Mount Grace to pray
for her. In time, Mary recovered briefly from
this bout of illness and proceeded to make a
pilgrimage here as an expression of gratitude.
The walk up to the Shrine is along a partly
dirt and slightly rocky track, strewn with
beautiful wild flowers native to the area,
winding its way past local residences
and offering expansive views of the lush,

undulating landscape marked with
paddocks separated by centuries-old stone
fences. As we approached the summit, the
track was lined with small wooden crosses
commemorating the Stations of the Cross.
In the silence of the journey up the track, it
was difficult not to reflect on the thousands
of pilgrims, including Mary Ward and her
companions, who had walked this same
journey over the past six centuries.
Upon reaching the Chapel, one could only
become immersed in the silence, the serene
beauty of the Chapel and the sweeping
panoramic views over the surrounding
countryside. At the same time, it was
easy to try to imagine how different this
landscape would have looked when Mary
Ward and her companions set foot on this
same sacred ground and how they would
have encountered the sacred in this tranquil
place of prayer and contemplation.
Above: The Lady Chapel and Shrine of Our Lady of Mount
Grace. Right: Pilgrims walking uphill.
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Libby Parker
Director of Mission, Loreto Normanhurst

“As I make my slow pilgrimage through the world a beautiful
sense of slow mystery seems to gather and grow.”
– Arthur Christopher Benson

A great amount of trust is required of a
pilgrim when they allow themselves to step
over the threshold and through the doors of
the unknown to experience another way of
being. It is a trust in themselves, to be open
to the possibilities that may await them; a
trust in others and the pilgrims they share
the journey with; and a trust in their God,
who alone knows what is truly desired for
them. I certainly had this sense as I stepped
into the world of Mary Ward and her
companions, into a life and time that was
known only academically to me; I had not
lived, experienced nor was fully aware of the
depth and significance of her life.
Whilst the context of Mary Ward’s life was
certainly set in the city of York at the Bar
Convent, my greatest insight came when I
revisited the Shrine of Our Lady of Mount
Grace at the top of Mount Grace above
Osmotherly. The revisiting came at the end
of the pilgrimage when I rummaged back
through my notes, journal reflections and
my photos and was moved by the way
Mary returned to this tranquil site, a place
for pilgrims to pray, including her own
companions who prayed for Mary’s health
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here. I felt like a I had a brief window into
her soul and I had a deep sense that after
everything Mary had encountered, at first
some joys and triumphs, but then gradually
all the suffering and disappointment
that she had endured, the Shrine of Our
Lady at Mt Grace was where she found
peace and almost her final refuge. She
placed, as always, her trust in God at this
site. She gave thanks for the graces she
had been given. It is a deeply spiritual
place overlooking the landscapes of Mary
Ward’s life and time. A place where she
journeyed, in prayer and reflection. A place
where she walked, where she prayed and
where no doubt she contemplated her
deepest desires for her Institute and her
companions.
And I found myself coming back to that
idea of trust, a trust of God, of self and
of others. It was at Mt Grace where I had
chosen to place my heart on the first
visit. Walking in the pilgrim footsteps of
those who’d gone before and tracing the
Passion of Christ up through the trees, I
was immediately struck by God’s presence.
I was struggling through my own grief,

with the loss of my mother and when I
became aware of God’s presence, I felt a
weightlessness. An acceptance that no
one is on this journey alone. I placed my
heart at Station number 4, where Jesus
Meets His Mother. It was at this time on his
journey that Jesus needed all his strength to
continue and so he comes face to face with
his mother Mary who is his most powerful
source of strength. It was their love and
trust in God that united both of them to
continue. So too this must have been the
same for Mary Ward, I thought. She had
journeyed, followed the way God had
desired for her and yet still did not despair
or turn to bitterness when all seemed lost.
She remained faithful and trusted in God;
she persevered until the end. I realised,
as Mary Ward did, that when we have
perseverance and this trust in God, and we
walk this way with our companions, we are
never alone.
Make me a channel of your peace. Where
there is despair in life, let me be like Mary
Your Mother, and bring Hope to others in
times of difficulties.
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Sandra Perrett ibvm
IBVM Community Leader/Sydney & Pilgrimage Leader

The village of St Omer has fascinated me for
many years and the story of Mary Ward as she
ventured across the Channel, aged 21, is no
less fascinating. The town square still appears
to be very original with market places, cafes,
a dominating town hall and a most beautiful
Basilica dedicated to Our Lady of Notre Dame.
The latter was originally built in the early 600s.
I find the story of the friendship between
Mary Ward and Bishop Blaise very warm
and encouraging and we owe much to his
wise counsel and steady accompaniment of
our foundress in matters both spiritual and
material.
The Chapel of Our Lady of Miracles within
the Basilica currently houses the statue of
the Madonna but she would have been in a
different place in the time of Mary Ward. Now
it is placed high up in a canopied niche and
Mary holds Jesus on her left knee.
The 2019 pilgrims first visited the Chapel and
Basilica to listen to the story of Mary Ward and
her encounters with the Jesuits and Bishop
Blaise, view the works of art and evidences
of centuries of pilgrimage and devotion and
then gathered in this little side chapel for the
lighting of candles and prayer.
During that time Exposition (as seen in the
photo) was timetabled and some faithful,
elderly parishioners were keeping watch.
As the clock struck 9.30 they sang and said
prayers in French/Flemish and gently went
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about concluding the time of Exposition. It
was so beautiful to stand there and watch
and listen and appreciate the faithfulness and
devotion that has been handed down over the
centuries.
The next day we had an opportunity to attend
the 8.30am Eucharist in the Chapel and
the parishioners warmly welcomed us with
the parish priest announcing in English that
Australian pilgrims were joining them.
My reflection comes from a somewhat
frustrated place of finding a space within the
Australian church for worship in word and
song. My home experience is usually of too
many words, so little variety from Sunday to
Sunday, poorly led or overpowering singing,
long and repetitive homilies and prayers that
instruct God rather than praise or request.
Here in St Omer, with a language I did not
understand, it was comforting to forget
the words and simply watch the gesture,
appreciate the symbols, understand the intent
and enter into worship with a calm reverence.
It took me back to my first experience of
catholic worship before converting – getting to
the heart of the Eucharist and its silent gift of
giving thanks.
I wonder if we might experience the
transporting experience of touching the divine
if we participated in silence and allowed the
Spirit to break into our conscious stillness.
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Romalina Rocca
Director of Student Wellbeing, Loreto Kirribilli

I left my heart at a gravesite. That might
be the strangest opening sentence I have
ever written but it is true. Before heading
off on pilgrimage, we lucky pilgrims were
each gifted with a small, smooth, carved
wooden heart and we were invited to leave
it somewhere that captured or moved us
in some way. The place of Mary Ward’s
burial in St Thomas’ Anglican churchyard in
Osbaldwick was a stirring encounter. In this
moment, I felt the fullness of her influence
across boundaries, I felt her greatness and I
felt her humanness. For all the miles trod in
her infamous shoes, I was struck that Mary
Ward’s resting place was so close to her
birthplace. It reminded me how attached
I am to home and how important it is to
have a sense of home. Yet, in living our
fullest selves, we are sometimes called to
reach far beyond our immediate sense of
home and place – to be stretched beyond
our comforts. I asked myself, how do we
hold our girls to stretch safely beyond their
comforts in order to grow?
On small wooden boats, we travelled down
narrow canals in Belgium where Mary Ward
used to sell goods to raise money for the
Poor Clares until the call to do and be
something else became too compelling to
ignore. It was cold, cloudy and the wind on
my cheeks was biting. I was uncomfortable
and looking forward to taking refuge in our
next warm abode. I was awestruck by the
physical discomfort that Mary Ward would
have endured, day in and day out. Her
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capacity to transcend external unease and
listen to her inner voice as a source of truth
was admirable. It takes great courage to be
true to ourselves and it often comes with an
internal wrestle, much less grappling with
the weight of external expectations and
judgement, perceived or real. I asked myself,
how do we hold our girls to listen to and
trust their inner voices?
Distance was immaterial to Mary Ward.
She was called to pursue a mission greater
than any distance she might need to
cover. Her ideal, that women steeped in
faith would be educated and contributing
citizens, was grand. So grand, in fact, that
she knew that it was not a journey to travel
alone. So, upon seeing the front door of
the foundation site and community of the
Institute of the Blessed Virgin Mary in St
Omer, Belgium, I was yet again awestruck –
this time by the role of companionship that
was fundamental to Mary Ward’s success.
Mary Ward held her friends so dear. I asked
myself, how do we hold our girls to be good
companions to each other?
There is a difference between learning
something to know it in our minds and
learning something to know it in our hearts.
In my heart, I have understood deeply
that Mary Ward was a warrior, a feminist,
a renegade, a pilgrim. She personified
resilience. I asked myself, how do we
hold our girls to be Mary Ward women in
our time?
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Libby Rogerson ibvm
Deputy Board Chair, Loreto Normanhurst

Faith
A simple plaque in St Ethelreda’s Church
reads:
“John Roche. Thames Waterman, m.Tyburn
1588. Given by Teresa Walshe”
And tucked away in an unobtrusive niche
is the statue of a man in simple working
clothes – John Roche – tortured and put
to death for helping a priest escape by
mooring a boat outside the prison and
then swapping clothes with him to lead his
pursuers off the trail. It is said that he was
forbidden to speak from the scaffold “for
fear he would inspire others.”
John Roche; the Carthusian monks,
highlighted in the stained-glass window of
St Ethelreda’s; the Jesuits; Diocesan clergy;
lay Catholics; and, of course, Margaret
Clitherow, all endured torture and terrible
deaths for their faith. What do these
lives and deaths say to a C21st Australian
Catholic?
Mary Ward was imbued with a staunch
and resilient faith from her earliest days.
Her grandmother imprisoned for fourteen
years; the recusant families, such as the
Wards and Inglebys, paying huge fines,
losing land, keeping undercover and
spending periods in prison for refusing to
recant on Catholicism and attend Anglican
services; provided the backdrop for Mary’s
growing up. It is no surprise that her
own imprisonments, the opposition she
encountered and the hardships she endured
were accepted with faith-filled stoicism and
the utter confidence that even if deprived of
all human aid, I turn to God my only help…

Priest holes, hidden chapels and obscured
domes are the outward signs of the lengths
to which these Elizabethan Catholics
would go, not only to preserve their faith,
but to ensure that faith was nourished
and developed.
Confronted at every turn during the
Pilgrimage by so many manifestations of
deep and uncompromising faith, I was
forced to look at my own faith - could I,
would I go to prison, face death or endure
torture for my faith? My honest response is
that I don’t know. These questions are made
more poignant and challenging by the
recent attacks on Muslims in Christchurch
and Christians in Sri Lanka. Current debates
about religious freedom and the Israel
Folau case put issues of faith at the centre
of political debate – a rare situation for
Australia.
Faith, if we have it, in contemporary
Australia is something so often taken for
granted. Defined by many theologians as a
gift from God, faith, for the cradle Catholic,
is just a part of our culture, of who we are,
but rarely put to the test. It is so easy to
coast in our Catholicism. But coasting
ignores what is essential to faith, the
relationship and we all know how quickly
relationships wither if they are not nurtured
and cared for.
The faith-filled lives of John Roche, Mary
Ward and countless others bear witness
to a formidable commitment to faith in a
loving, living God who is ever-present and
calls us to live deeper and richer lives.
The courageous life of a simple Thames
waterman has much to say to me.
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Anne Szysz
Province Health & Well-being Co-ordinator
As a relatively new
member of the
Loreto Circle ( seven
years), compared
to many Pilgrimage
participants, and
never having worked in the Catholic sector
before, my initial thoughts on being offered a
place in the pilgrim group was one of “Good,
I will learn the history, see the sights and
locations where it all began” – and I did – but
the trip was so much more than all that.
I learnt that Mary Ward’s life story was an
extraordinary one – out of step with what was
usual for women of her time, i.e. marriage,
children and the continuation and protection
of the family name and property – where she
knew early in her life this was not for her. In
a time of great Catholic religious repression,
Mary thought she knew what needed to be
done to practice and honour her Catholic faith
and she set about accomplishing it.
I learnt that, while she had a couple of false
starts, (haven’t we all?), she seemed to set her
life pattern very early. Discernment, planning
and a motto of “just keep going” was what the
history, stories and discussion was all about.
However, the learnings from this pilgrimage
were wider than just Mary Ward’s life story.
For me the unexpected part was twofold.
Firstly, the chance to actually slow down a
bit and do some reflection (two life skills I
am not known for). To actually have several
hours a week to ‘just be’ and reflect, not just
on the Loreto story, but life, work, family and
the future was an unexpected part of the two
weeks of the pilgrimage. Up until the day of
leaving for York, every waking hour for several
weeks had been allocated to a ‘task’ of some
sort. There had been weeks of usual and some
unusual family and work issues resulting in a
faster life pace than normal – and normal is
really never slow! So, to have the headspace to
just be in the moment and think through some
issues was one of the greatest aspects the two
weeks offered.

The second unexpected learning was the
opportunity to contemplate the results of
Mary Ward’s life’s work – her ‘Start Up’ to use
the modern phase. It seems she started a
long line of women, working with and for the
next group of women. This was also all done
in companionship with others whose role was
not just to support the new religious order, but
also each other – another continuing aspect of
Loreto as we know it.
The people on the pilgrimage illustrated well
this continuing line of work and support.
Representatives from five states and many
parts of Loreto Australia demonstrating their
strengths and passion for their schools and
services, with their diversity, and spirited and
spiritual ways.
The time away gave many of us a chance
to think, discuss and plan our ongoing roles
and work. Much discussion was had between
individuals and sometimes in small groups
about things in our work places that were
going well or not so well, things needing
introduction or change. We also discussed
what service or programs may be possible to
share or link.
As the pilgrimage progressed, I moved my
thinking about the changes that have become
necessary for Loreto over the last few years. I
interpreted the taking-up by lay people of so
many of the roles always held by the sisters
– in education, management, finance and
health care - as the necessary ‘passing of the
baton’ from the older Loreto way to the new.
In reality, I now believe this is not a ‘passing
over’ but really just a continuation of service
and adjustment to the changing needs, just as
Mary and her long line of followers adjusted
and changed to address the need.
I see now that what the present Loreto
‘people’ do, whether as members of IBVM,
employees or volunteers who work in the
schools and offices, we are not passing
the baton but rather joining the long line of
service commenced by Mary Ward and her
companions. A truly great place to belong.
Thank you to all that made this trip possible.
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Helen Thomas
Director of Mission, Loreto Kirribilli

The way a sense of place shapes our spirituality
In September 2000, whilst on an immersion
experience in Israel and Palestine, a
connection between spirituality and the
sense of place became clear to me. As I
grappled with the question of how peace
could ever be achieved in one of the most
volatile regions in the world, the immersion
became an emotional pilgrimage. How
could walking the streets of the birth place
of Christianity not feel like a pilgrimage?
Eighteen and a half years later, I am on
another pilgrimage - visiting places where
a young woman of tenacity and audacity
dared to challenge the status quo and
convert the message of Christ to action.
Just as walking the Via Dolorosa, swimming
in Lake Galilee and walking into the ruins at
Capernaum shaped my spirituality whilst in
the Middle East, so too did my presence at
the Bar Convent, Mount Grace, St Thomas’
Osbaldwick and Notre Dame Cathedral in
St Omer.
All four represent different stages of
Mary Ward’s life and work. Alongside her
committed and courageous companions,
Mary trusted in the message of God and
the remnants of her work lie in each of the
spaces we visited.
It is not however, the vast Baroque, Gothic
or Romanesque style Cathedrals which
shape our spirituality on pilgrimage but
rather the mysticism that exists in these
sacred places. As we tread in the footsteps
of others who have gone before us and
bring our petitions, offering them to the
God of love and justice, our hearts and
minds travel back in time to the people
whose footsteps we follow.
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I am always struck and deeply affected
by the people you meet or encounter in
these sacred places. On our last day in St
Omer we attended weekday Mass at Notre
Dame Cathedral. After adoration had taken
place prior to the service and the Blessed
Sacrament had been returned to the
tabernacle, the parishioners rose, turned to
each other and said “bonjour”.
Initially, I thought this may have been a
special welcome for our group, yet an
explanation by one of the parishioners
conveyed the real reason. It was the local
priest’s idea after noticing people attend
Mass without conversing with another
person before, throughout or even after
the service. It was a mere small gesture of
fellowship that meant far more than the
impressive cathedral in which we stood.
Mary Ward lived in Reformation England
where violence against Catholics was
rampant. Intellectually, I was aware of this
fact. However, the pilgrimage painted a
vivid and frightening reality of those who
were hung, drawn and quartered.
The spaces we visited in England affected
the oft-ignored section of the mind where
intellect and emotion meet. From that
psyche comes the belief that we have
encountered the sacred and profound. In
turn, our spirituality becomes a far deeper
reality; one where the idea of God’s love is
not merely words in a prayer or hymn, but
a reality lived through people who stand by
their convictions and Catholic beliefs.

St Thomas, Osbaldwick.
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Fearless Footsteps of Faith
As we traced Mary Ward’s footsteps,
commencing in York and Yorkshire, it
became very clear that English Catholics
at the turn of the seventeenth century
exhibited extraordinary courage in the face
of persecution. We visited sites where St
Margaret Clitherow, the “Pearl of York” had
lived and been tortured and executed. Her
brutal treatment must have been known
by Catholics in York and certainly by the
Ward family. Knowing the punishments for
practising Catholicism, families such as the
Wards still continued to practise their faith.
Our pilgrimage included visits to buildings
with ingenious “hiding places,” created for
use during raids. One such place was Ripley
Castle in North Yorkshire where Mary Ward
had spent some of her adolescence. At
the time, the Castle had belonged to her
cousins, the Ingleby family, some of whom
were regarded as “dangerous papists.” In
fact, nine of the eleven known conspirators
of the Gunpowder Plot were relations or
associates of that family.
Our pilgrimage also included a stay at
the Bar Convent in York, England’s oldest
living convent, which is still home to
members of the Congregation of Jesus. The
convent was founded in 1686 by Frances
Bedingfield, an early member of Mary
Ward’s Institute. Again, I reflected on the
concept of courage, also evident amongst
Mary Ward’s followers as the order was
targeted frequently. In fact, Mother Frances
and her niece were jailed briefly in 1694.
After their release, protests by angry mobs
near the convent ensued. An engraving
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of St Michael over the front door of the
convent commemorates their release. Local
legend stated that St Michael had appeared
over the house riding a horse, resulting in a
terrified mob fleeing the scene.
A later addition to the convent is a hidden
chapel. The chapel has just one entrance,
but eight exits and a hiding hole for the
priest in the event of a raid. As I sat in
the chapel, I reflected on the bravery of
both Mary Ward and her followers. This
motif recurred frequently: I imagined Mary
Ward travelling in disguise across the
English Channel in a small boat at a time
where the government was determined
to arrest and execute her. I wondered at
her courage to resist yielding in the face
of public vilification as she promoted her
innovative vision for the order, challenging
cultural stereotypes for women religious.
Her courage, as she travelled on foot,
through areas of great political instability,
often gravely ill and facing extreme poverty,
seemed to sustain her as she established
schools through our Northern Europe.
While Mary Ward’s context is somewhat
different to our contemporary context, in
many ways, there are great similarities. Her
world was marked by volatility, uncertainty,
complexity and ambiguity, just as ours is
today. She was indeed a visionary. Her call
for her followers to act “without fear... in
quiet confidence that God will do his will
in the confusion,” reminded me that Mary
Ward’s inner courage stemmed from her
deep faith.
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Blessing by Returning Pilgrims
May our minds hold the past and present in creative tension, welcome questions and
challenge the status quo.
May we continue to learn deeply from our pilgrimage experience.
May our eyes gaze upon the dignity of each person, the gratuitous beauty of creation and
hope-filled horizons.
May we always find wildflowers along our pilgrim path.
May our ears attend to the voice of our hearts, the challenge of discord and the cry of the
cosmos.
May we always listen out for God’s promptings in silent spaces and pulsing pubs dotted
along our pilgrim’s way.
May our hearts be softened and shaped by every blessing and bump, delight and
disappointment, subtlety and surprise.
May we always yield to the possibility in every twist and turn that meets us on our trek.
May our hands be open to the stranger, the newcomer, the outsider, the lost, the broken … to
all pilgrims.
May we always gather new companions as the road stretches onward.
May our feet trudge and stumble up hills, along duck-dotted canals and grey and gold
cobblestones.
May we always walk away from death toward life – encouraging, enlivening and enhancing
the landscape.
May Mary Ward, the pilgrim, forge forward with us, persevere within us, unsettle us and
accompany us.
In Jesus’ name, we pray … Amen!
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Our pilgrimage continues in prayerful support of Catherine, whose journey requires the
courage and perseverance of Mary Ward across these days.
We are with you!
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